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recent publication of the first set of the six-volume,
/
two-set edition of the Selected Works of Eki^a Hc^mod
marks a significant event in what Swift's generation dubbed
the Battle of the Books. Until the publication of the Selected Works, a
multi-volume collection of Haywood's work had not appeared in print
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since 1742. Even twenty years ago it would have been unthinkable that
Haywood's work would be accorded the type of scholarly attention and
financial investment usually reserved for canonical authors. Indeed,
not since Ian Watt included Daniel Defoe in his seminal The TJse of the
Novel has the great pythonic body of the canon swallowed such an
unlikely yet rewarding subject for serious literary study.
The high standards of scholarship and print publication met by the
Selected Works ofElii^a Hqymod are not in and of themselves startling.
They are, indeed, what one has come to expect from its general and
textual editor, Alexander Pettit, and its publisher, Pickering and
Chatto.* What is startling is how timely and well-warranted this
publication is. Serious scholarly attention to Haywood is outpacing
interest in any other single eighteenth-century writer, male or female.
Within the past decade, over fifteen of Haywood's texts have been
republished by well-respected and establhhed eighteenth-century
scholars, including Paula R. Backscheider, Jerry C. Beasley, David
Oakleaf, John J. Richetti, and Patricia Meyer Spacks. Haywood's
Fantomitia, or Lave in a Ma^e has been included in the second edition of
the Norton ylntholqgy of Literature ly Women (1996) and in Robert
DeMaria Jr.'s British Literature, 1640—1789: An Anthology (1996). The
first scholarly collection of critical essays on Haywood was published
inJune of2000.^ Pickering and Chatto is also publishing a thoroughly
revised and updated Haywood bibliography' Moreover, Haywood's
works are increasingly the subject of cultural, literary, feminist, and
narrative studies.*
Since Haywood's name was virtually unknown to scholars forty
years ago—^and is still unknown to the public at large—^Haywood's odd
position within the current canon needs to be explained. One hesitates,
however, to explain a story before it ends. The explosion of interest in
Haywood within current literary studies is an important chapter in an
' Pettit is the editor of Textual Studies and the Cosnmon Reader: Essofs an Edittng Novels and
Novelists, the general editor of The Works of Tobias Smollett, British Ideas and Issues, 1660-1820,
and author of llbaorj Consensus: BoHnfhroke and the PolemicalBesponse to Wa^ole, 1730-1737.
^ The Passionate Fictions of EBs^ Haywood: Essays on Her Life and Work. Edited by Kirsten T.
Saxton and Rebecca P. Bocchicchio (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2000).
' Patrick Spedding. BibUoffxsply cfEBsia Haywood (London: Picking & Chatto, forthcoming,
2001).
* I will refer tosome of these studies below,but limitations of space preclude a comprehensive
listing
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unfinished story, comprising nothing less than the changing nature of
literary Standards. Haywood has not simply been added to the canon;
instead, like Antoine de St. Exupery's snake who swallowed an
elephant, the canon itself has had to change its shape in order to
receive Haywood. The process has not been srnooth, and the results
have sometimes been ungainly. Indeed, there are indications that
Haywood's work will never—^and should never—^sit well within the
canon.
The editorial choices behind the Sekcted Works ofElit^a Haymod
reveal a keen awareness of this state of affairs and of Haywood's
reception from the eighteenth century to the present day. A brief
overview of that reception is in order, since it will illuminate the
principles of selection that underlie this volume.

^ The Context ^
Relegated to the realm of unimportant cultural ephemera, Haywood's
works were, until quite recently, dismissed along with the prurient
gossip of secret history or with the flimsy things of romance. They
were considered (when they were considered at all) as mere precursors
to the traditional canonical works of eighteenth-century fiction: Defoe,
Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, and Sterne.® Renewed interest in
Haywood's work was prompted by the feminist recovery work of the
1970s, which located the value of Haywood's work value squarely
\^thin the woman's tradition of protest® where Haywood was often

® Two notable early accounts of Haywood's work that resist this trend are William H.
McBurney's Four Before Richardson (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1963), and JohnJ.
Richetti's PopularFictionBeforeRichardson(Oxford UniversityPress, 1962). Prompted bya desire
to investigate the "literary limbo" of novelistic fiction in the 1720s, William H. McBurney
republished Haywood's PhiUdoreandPlacentia along with threeother "novelistic ghosts" in Four
Before Richardson. McBurney considered Haywood's work "worth reviving" not only because
of its own intrinsic merits but because it anticipated the works of"the important mid-century
novelists, Richardson, Fielding, and Smollett" (Foreword, vit) Although markedly more
reluctant than McBurney to identify anything resembling literary value in Haywood's work,
John J. Richetti's Popular Fiction B fore Richardson takes seriously Haywood's presence in the
eighteenth-century marketplace.
'Jane Spencer, The Rise of the Woman NoveBst: From AphrdBehnto faneAststen (Oxford: Basil
BlackweU, 1986). Rpt. 1989, 116-18.
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associated with a trio of women writers known as "the fair triumvirate
of wit"—^Eliza Haywood, Delariviere Manley, and Aphra BehnJ
Once feminist critics began retelling the story of the novel within
the traditions of domestic romance and amatory fiction, stock in the
"fair triumvirate" rose accordingly.® Ironically, this shift in interest at
first caused something of a mild backlash against Haywood. Because
her novels often punished sexually desiring women and because they
did not always trumpet overdy or exclusively political agendas, many
feminist critics felt that Haywood's depictions of female agency were
less powerful than Behn's and Mauley's. As a disappointing return to
the ideali2ed and apolitical world of "romance proper," for a while,
Haywood seemed the "least attractive" member of fair triumvirate.®
As Ros Ballaster's own later scholarship would reveal, however,
Haywood's fall from feminist favor signaled not a decline but a rapid
and productive shift in the way scholars have begun to re-read"Haywood's works.^° Recognizing that Haywood, Behn, and Manley are
best understood in the context of their professional milieu, William B.
Warner argues that only outside an exclusively feminist context is it
possible to understand the ways in which writers such as Haywood
developed "forms of entertainment that are crucial to modern forms
of subjectivity."" Specifically, he looks to such writers to explain those
forces that incited desire and promoted "the liberation of the reader as
a subject of pleasure" (93). Warner finds Haywood's work important
because it is crucial to a clearer picture of the cultural history of the
novel and, concomitantly, a deeper understanding of the process by
which we evaluate both "literary" and "popular" texts. Warner's story

'SeeJames Sterling's introductory verses to Haywood's Lave in fixmr in vol. I of Secret Histories
Novels and Poems (London, 1725).
* Three noteworthy contributions in this category include Nancy Armstrong's Desire and
Domestic Fiction, Margaret Dandy's Tie True Stosy of the Novel, and Catherine Gallagher's
Noboefy's Sto^. None of these accounts explicitly covers Haywood's fictions; nonetheless, all
three complicate established traditions of literary history in ways that are direcdy relevant to
Haywood studies.
' For a discussion of Haywood in this context, see Ros Ballaster. Seductive Forms: Women's
Amatosy Fictionfrom 1684 to 1740 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1992), pp. 155 and 169.
Ballaster revises her original assessment of Haywood. See "A Gender of Opposition" in
Passionate Fictions, where she presents a cogent analysis of the political ramifications in several
of Haywood's texts.
" Licensing Entertainment: The Elevation of Novel Ptading in Britain, 1684—1750 (Berkeley;
University of California Press, 1998), 92.
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of the novel's "elevation" is one of the most powerful and compelling
to date, based as it is on a richly nuanced understanding of the mafprial
and cultural forces at work in the development of that thing we like to
call The Novel. Nonetheless, Warner's decision to relegate Haywood's
texts to a decidedly non-literary space raises profound questions about
Haywood's place in "literary" history. Along with much of the"media"
fiction against which the literary novel strove to elevate itself, Hay
wood's texts, Warner argues that Haywood's fiction, "cannot be fixed
as literary because it sustains its status as a form of entertainment and
continues to feel the deforming tug of media culture" (289).
Both Haywood and Defoe produced fictions whose generically
instability and radical narrative innovations shaped the development of
the eighteenth-century English novel, yet few critics have argued that
Defoe's works "cannot be fixed as literary." Haywood's texts provide
a provocative site from which to reevaluate distinctions between
"popular" and "literary" texts because they intensify debates about the
nature of the "literary" in ways that Defoe's works never did. Resis
tance to Haywood's inclusion in the canon continues, and it continues
in ways that help us examine our own conception of the nature of
literary value. From Pope's vindictive attack on Haywood in The
Dunciad to Warner's more modern attempt to claim that her works
should not be read as "literary," Haywood's texts have been used as a
standard against which the novel has measvired itself. To be sure,
Haywood did not single-handedly cause the Batde of the Books or the
Canon Wars. But her novels have sparked heated debates in discus
sions about what constitutes "literarjr" fiction since the eighteenthcentury and they continue to do so. While few critics today would
associate Haywood's work with the "compost heap" of literature (to
borrow John J. Richetti's evocative phrase),'^ her works do tend to
make literary criticism uncomfortable with itself. Just what kind of a
writer does that for well nigh three centuries.'^ Haywood's texts might
be valuable in large part because of the way in which they suggest that
we should re-examine the culturally contingent forces that create our
own need to shudder in awe.

" Richetti himself has revised his own early assessment of Haywood in P(fular Fiction Brfort
Bichardsott. See his "Histories by Eliza Haywood and Henry Fielding," in Passionate Fictions.
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As literary/cultural history increasingly defines itself outside any
specific standard of taste, Haywood's texts are being used to explore
powerful questions about the way reading habits were changing—and
the way the nature of novelistic narrative itself was changing—^in
eighteenth-century England. Catherine Ingrassia, for example, examines
the ways in which novels, like new stock ventures, demand a type of
imaginative "participation in a narrative that could potentially be a
vehicle with which early modern subjects could reinvent themselves
and envisage their lives differently."" Devoting two chapters to
Haywood, Ingrassia explores the links between financial and textual
activity in order to probe the cultural nuances associated with new
habits of reading in eighteenth-century novelistic fiction.
Also looking carefully at the forces that helped to shape early
eighteenth-century reading habits, Kathryn R. K^g argues that the
exclusive link between Haywood and the feminists might be broken
now and again to ask "what kind of writer is Eliza Haywood?'' and
"Why, besides her fabled popularity and prolificity, is she worth our
attention?"" King answers these questions by exploring the tendency
of Haywood's fiction to project "cultural, anxieties about the novelreader as textual addict."" Occupying as they do such a prominent
place in early British novelistic fiction. King notices that Haywood's
texts force us to ask whether or not the, imaginative space of fiction is
indeed a place of freedom. Noting that some of the most liberating
effects of imagination are also the most coercive. King points out that
Haywood's readers are free to vicariously participate in intensely erotic
situations even as they are compelled to read to discover what happens
next.
Such analyses are part of the core of what Paula R. Backscheider
has described as the ongoing "reconsideration of aesthetic standards
and attention to material contexts, popular culture, and hegemonic
processes" that inform the story of the novel. It is this process that
"will contribute substantially to the elucidation of Haywood's texts and

" P(^er Credit: Authorship, Commerce, and Gender inEarfyEighteentb-Centmy England (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1998). 2.
"King, conferencepaper, South-Central Society forEighteenth-Century Studies, Fayetteville,
Arkansas, March 1—3,2001.
" King, "Spying Upon the Conjurer: Haywood, Curiosity, and 'the Novel' in the 1720s,"
Stuides in the Novel 30:2 (1998): 187.
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her career" (Passionate FiOions, 41). And the reverse is no doubt true as
well. The study of Haywood's texts has a great deal to offer studies of
the novels. If, as Backscheider claims, "the movement in the Rnglkh
novel throughout the [eighteenth] century is toward the psychological,
not the realistic" (41), then Haywood might well have shaped novelistic
practices in ways that have yet to be fully understood. Neither as
pornographic as John Cleland, nor as romantic as Penelope Aubin,
Haywood's narrative blend of "scandal in romance."'® tnay well have
had a profound impact on the development of novelistic narrative, and
on the types of conversations that took place about the novel during
the eighteenth century.
Peter J. Rabinowitz provides a metaphor for thinking about texts
that might well offer a way of understan^g why critics from Pope to
Spencer have so often cracked their heads on Haywood's texts.
Describing a text as "like a swing set" that a reader must assemble,
Rabinowitz points out that the process of decoding ideological and
literafy value "offers opportunities (more or less restricted depending
on the particular swing set involved) for free play, but you have to
assemble it first."" He points out that "instructions [for assembling
texts] are virtually meaningless unless you know, beforehand, what sort
of an object you are aiming at. If you have never seen a swing set
before, your chances of riding on the trapeze without cracking open
your head are slight." Having not taken Haywood seriously heretofore,
there is a very real sense in which many scholars have not been able to
"assemble" Haywood's texts well enough to enjoy their sophisticated
sense of irony and their radical narrative innovations. There is indeed
much we do not know about how to read Haywood's works.
Among other things, the way we read Haywood's texts might well
provide directions for reassembling other, more traditionally canonical
texts. For example, Fielding's tongue-in-cheek definition of Joseph
Andrews as a "comic epic poem in prose" takes on a whole new
meaning when one realizes that he cannot use the word "novel" to
describe his narrative without associating his fiction with Haywood's.
As Dieter Schulz points out, the word "novel" was too intimately

" Richard Savage, Authors of the Toam (London, 1725).
" Btfore BtaiUns Narrative Conventions and the Politics Interpretation (Columbus: Ohio State
University Press, 1987), 38.
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connected with the works of Eli^a Haywood for respected writers to
feel comfortable using the word in reference to their own literary
productions." Fielding's anxiety about association with Haywood was
not an isolated case; indeed, Haywood's presence on the literary scene
no doubt inflected a great deal of the eighteenth-century conversation
about the novel as a genre. Hence the importance of this publication
of the SelectedWorks
Haymod. Before the story of the novel can
be retold, literary subjects (both canonical and non-canonical) must be
studied with a fresh curiosity and a certain kind of humility that might
have more to do with learning to play than learning to shudder..
This publication allows for this type of exploration. Almost
doubling the number of Haywood texts now available in modern
editions, the Selected Works of E/l^a H^^mod has chosen for publication
only those works of Haywood's that have not been published in their
entirety since the eighteenth century. This edition thus judiciously and
generously attempts to "restore something of the shape of Haywood's
career" {SelectedlA-yS).The goal is a worthy one, especially because the
shape of Haywood's career resembles in so many ways the varied and
complex shape of eighteenth-century novelistic narrative. In its
decision to make accessible texts that do not immediately conform to
easy definitions of the novel, this publication takes seriously J. Paul
Hunter's suggestion that "it may be time to reexamine the grounds for
thinking that the 'novel' was indeed a new and distinct phenome
non...[and] to reopen the question of what constitutes a literary
species"" Haywood published over seventy works during her prolific
career, very few of which are recognizably novels (though most are
novelistic). With this in mind, the editors of this volume express the
desire to avoid visiting "upon Haywood the fate that still distorts the
perceptions of her contemporaries, Daniel Defoe and Henry Fielding,"
who are more often perceived as novelists rather than writers {Selected
1.1.xi).

" Dieter Schulz,. '"Novel,' "Romance,' and Popular Fiction in the First Half of the 18th
Century." Studiesin PMlohg^, 70(1973): 77—91. Fielding himself would allude to Haywood as
"Mrs. Novel" in his 1730s play The Author'sFarce " Hunter, Bdore Novels: The Cuttmal Context of Eiihteenth-Centuij EnsBsh Fiction (New York:
Norton, 1990), 6.
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* The Texts *
To this end, the first volume of the first set, "Miscellaneous Writings:
1725-43," contains a remarkably diverse selection ofHaywood's works:
The Tea Table and The Tea Table.. .Fart the Second, Reflections on the Various
Effects of Love, Love Letters on All Occasions, and A Presentfor a ServantMaid. Mixing descriptions of the "Accomplish'd Beatl' with those of
the "Modern Fine La<^," Haywood's Tea Tables blends the high moral
tone of the conduct book with the entertaining adventures of romance
in what Pettit describes as a "titillating disjunction of moral message
and narrative medium" {Selected 1). This disjunctiveness is a hallmark of
Haywood's work and suggests in and of itself a metaphoric way of
understanding how Haywood juggled the competing demands of
genres she mixed with radical insouciance.
Reflections on the Various Effects of Love crosses other generic
boundaries, again with that attention to reading pleasure and interpre
tive play that delight critics of Haywood who do not expect such
narrative sophistication. Ostensibly framed by a philosophical dispute
about whether or not love itself is to be credited or blamed for all that
its votaries would like to ascribe to it. Reflections is on the surface a
"wildly disjunctive" work {Selected \.\. 74). Part conduct book, part
radical manifesto, part titillating fiction, part mythopoetic survey, this
work is a particularly useful counterpart to Haywood's more famiharly
noveUstic and conventional narratives such as The Histoiy of Bet^
Thoughtless.
Letters, and especially love letters, figure prominently in almost all
ofHaywood's fictions, where they often serve to propel plots, provide
divergent perspectives, or complicate philosophical issues within a text.
Love Letters on All Occasions is, however, one of Haywood's few
completely epistolary works. As such it has a clear place within the
epistolary tradition of the early eighteenth century, although it has often
been overlooked in studies of epistolary novels. As Pettit's headnote to
this text indicates, this text anticipates several techniques used later by
Richardson, even as it displays a distinctly Haywoodian preference for
unresolved moral issues.
The last provocative text in the first volume of the first set, A
Present for a Servant Maid, trespasses on "literary" territory even more
than most of the selections included in this volume. Part cookbook.
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part literary allusion, part Hi»tsfrom Heloise, part vade mecum, A Present
was Haywood's "fastest-selling tide,"(Spedding, quoted in headnote,
205). It went through at least seven editions in six years and was mined
by authors producing similar publications throughout the century.
The second and third volumes provide equally valuable contribu
tions to studies of eighteenth-century culture, conduct book literature,
periodical literature, gender studies, smdies in the novel and narrative
technique. Volume II, edited by Alexander Pettit and introduced and
annotated by Christine Blouch, publishes in its entirety both volumes
of Haywood's Epistles for the Ladies. Haywood's Epistles cover a
siarprising breadth of social, political, and religious issues. Her array of
narrators rewards dose scrutiny , ranging from the journalist and the
novelist to the gossip and the preacher. Sometimes almost anthropo
logical in her oudook, Haywood's treatment of comets, conjurers,
political intrigues, forced marriages, deists, and abortions, provides a
rich insight into the cultural issues and manners of her day.
Volume III, edited by Alexander Pettit and Margo Collins rhakes
accessible three works absolutely essential to studies of conduct book
literature and Haywood scholars alike: The Wife, The Husband, and The
Young Lady. More narrow in focus than Epistles, these works revolve
around issues related to marital and familial conduct. Nonetheless,
Haywood expands the scope to indude topics well outside the
domestic sphere. Anything but a preciorsor to Sarah Stickney Ellis,
Haywood was far more interested in negotiating the maze of male
prerogative and patriarchal custom than she was in glorifying the role
of the angel in the house. At one point in The Husband she reminds her
male (and female) readers that husbands do not have the right to expect
"a slavish obedience from their wives" (149) simply because they are
born male. This is not to say that Haywood is consistently subversive,
however. She is not. As the headnotes to these works make dear,
Haywood makes distinctly different choices in voice, tone, and topic
for each of her conduct books. Since Haywood's conduct books are
too often read in isolation, one of the beauties of this volume is that
it brings these three works together for ease of comparison.
The benefits of having the above texts annotated, to hand, and in
full state hardly needs to be pointed out. Before this publication,
scholars had to spend countless uncomfortable hours frozen in front
of microfilm machines in over air-conditioned libraries or traveling
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across the country or the Atlantic ocean to read hard-to-get Haywood
texts. Even then, it was difficult to glimpse something of the overall
shape of Haywood's work. Readers of this edition not only have a
selection of works that balances the variety of other Haywood texts
now available, but they also have the gem-like headnotes that gener
ously and provocatively open the texts to a wide variety of critical
investigations. Without beingprescriptive, the headnotes condense and
purify an impressive biographic, bibliographic, textual, annotative and
cultural knowledge of Haywood and her contemporaries, even as they
offer insight into Haywood's generic complexities. Moreover, the
annotations in this edition offer a wealth of information that itself
forms a sizable contribution to modern Haywood scholarship. Of note
in the annotations is the discovery, for example, of Haywood's
surprisingly close and particular use (and occasional abuse) of Nahum
Tate's popular but relatively conservative conduct book. Present for the
Ladies: Being an Historical Account of Several Illustrious Persons of the Female
(London, 1692).
Two other valuable features of this edition are of particular note.
Volume I includes Christine Blouch's thoroughly revised and updated
version of what was heretofore the last word in Haywood biographical
studies, Blouch's own "Eliza Haywood and the Romance of Obscu
rity."^" Blouch corrects much erroneous information promulgated by
Haywood's first biography, George R Whicher in 1917, including
Whicher's mistaken assumption that "our" Eliza Haywood (Eliza
Fowler Haywood) eloped from her husband, the Reverend Valentine
Haywood. That tale (an interesting one in its own right) belongs to a
very different Eliza Haywood (Eliza Foord Haywood). Blouch's
meticulous scholarship and critical acumen adds a great deal of value
to this volume and to the field of Haywood studies by exploding a
number of other misconceptions about Haywood and by providing a
rounded description of the exceptional range and depth of Haywood's
literary pursuits. Among other notable contributions, Blouch assesses
the rationale behind Whicher's suggested birth date for Haywood
(1693) and suggests other possible birth dates as well. The biography
also provides background essential for understanding some of the
heretofore invisible allusions to Richard Savage and Aaron Hill
^ SlMtUisin EngHshUteralHreiX (1991): 536-53.
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("HiUarius") present in many of Ha3rwooci's works,including especially
The Tea Table...Part II and Memoirs of a Certain Island A^acent to the
Kingdom of Utopia (1725). Blouch also corrects other mistakes common
in Haywood scholarship, including the often-repeated assumption that
Haywood's career declined after the publication of Pope's The Dunciad.
The Selected Works also makes use of yet another formidable source
of Haywood scholarship, the forthcoming Bibliograpl^ of'Elis;a Haywood
by Patrick Spedding. The headnotes to each of the texts chosen for
inclusion in this volume are cross-referenced with Spedding's work to
incorporate pertinent bibliographical data. This edition's use of both
Spedding's research and Blouch's biographical information places it
head and shoulders above other modern Haywood editions.

^ Issues of Textual Editing ^
There is no question that this edition exceeds the attention to textual
details expected by most literary scholars. The editors have drawn on
extensive famiharity with eighteenth-century printing methods and
Haywood's own conventional writing practices—^paying attention even
to the minute difference between roman and italic commas. The
apparatus includes a list of textual emendations for each text as well as
a list of word divisions. Silent changes to the text are minimal.
Moreover, avoiding the "tyranny of the copy text," the editors of these
volumes have taken well-considered risks in their efforts to reproduce
texts that reflect "the presumed practice of the author, not 'correctness'
or consistency" {Selected
276). The textual introduction is clearly
reasoned and consistent in its editorial principles.
It shoxold be noted that this edition does not meet the Center for
Scholarly Edition's (CSE) standards for definitive editions, nor does it
pretend to do so. Its editors have sought, instead, to provide a
serviceable edition to scholars who "expect a reasonable commitment
to documentary fidelity" {Selected\.\.T1(i). Volumes I and III thus rely
heavily on microfilm and photocopies and, as Pettit notes in the textual
introduction, the ori^al texts were consulted when "portions of the
photocopies or microfilms have proven difficult to read" {Selected I.i.
275). The CSE recommends against this practice because corruptions
in photocopies and microfilm versions do not always advertise
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themselves by being difficult to read. The CSE also recommends
collations of twelve to twenty copies of the original texts from the same
edition in order to check for variations within an edition that might
provide additional clues to an authorial intention. Having chosen to
use first editions of Haywood's texts (since no manuscript editions of
any Haywood texts have yet been discovered), the Selected Works bases
each of its texts upon one bibliographical entity. For example, its
edition of The W^e is based on the copy of that work held by the Rare
Books and Special Collections Library at the University of Illinois. If
The Wife had been stopped, revised, or altered in any way during its
print run, examination of multiple copies of the same edition might
reveal variations that would give insight into Haywood's inten
tions—and that therefore would affect the choices made by a definitive
edition of The Wfe.
The extensive examination of original editions and multiple
collations would in all likelihood have delayed the publication of this
edition by several years. Hence, while this is not a definitive edition, it
does provide scholars with a meticulous rendition of individual texts,
even as it takes advantage of current bibliographical research.^'
Indeed, this edition's responsive inclusion of information by a wide
range of scholars might be considered a model of collaboration by a
team of scholars with a remarkable degree of complementary expertise.
The Selected Works of
Hoj/mod has assembled a representative,
provocative, and wisely chosen selection of her works that does indeed
begin to restore a balance to Haywood studies and to the study of the
novel, and it accomplishes this feat at a particularly crucial time.

For example, the textual introduction notes that only A Present for a Serving Maid seems to
have engaged Haywood's attention after the publication of the first edition. The editors have
here clearly relied on Spedding's extensive bibliographical research to establish the text most
likely to reflect author!^ intenfion {^elected, I.l. 275).

